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Looking Within – Leveraging Type to 
Strengthen Your Leadership Skills

Carrie J. Fletcher JD, MSc

Self-Awareness
üUnderstand your 

preferences for 
communication and 
information processing

Awareness of 
Others

üUnderstand different 
preferences and how 
they interact/conflict

Skills Development
üQuickly identify

preference differences
üLearn to communicate

effectively across these 
differences 

Why Type Matters

Increase your knowledge 
about how others prefer to
ØGet information
ØCommunicate
ØMake decisions
ØSolve problems

Communicating Effectively
knowledge is power

Working in Teams

Why Type Matters

Enable your teams to have
ØBetter meetings
ØMore productive 
conversations
ØEffective delegation and 
feedback

ØImproved conflict 
resolution

Context for Using TypeCoach
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No hidden traits or behaviors 
being unearthed.

Different traits are valuable at 
different times.

Any aspect that resonates with 
you is useful.

Context for Using TypeCoach
Preference 

strengths vary

Born with it
•Natural/innate
•Automatic
•Effortless

Shaped by 
environment

Context for Using TypeCoach

Perception 
(Receiving info)

• Sensing
• iNtuition

Judgment 
(Making 

decisions re: info)

• Thinking
• Feeling

• Can generally use 
ONE method at a 
time

• You will develop a 
preference

Receiving & Using Information

Extravert

Tend to focus on the 
outer world of things, 

people, and events
Tend to focus on the 

inner world of thoughts, 
ideas, and reflections 

Introvert

Focusing Your Energy (E/I)
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E
Speak 
first, 

reflect 
later

Prefer to 
communicate 

by talking

Gain energy 
externally

Attuned 
to 

environ-
ment

Learn best 
by doing, 
discussing I

Reflect 
before 
acting, 

speaking

Prefer to 
communicate 

by writing

Gain energy 
externally

More 
focused 
on inner 

world

Learn best 
by thinking, 

mulling

Focusing Your Energy (E/I) Communicating Across E/I

Pause. Make room for 
introverts to participate.

Don’t judge introverts as shy 
or less effective.

Signal in advance what you 
want to discuss (email, 
agenda, etc.).

Structure meetings for full 
participation (e.g., everyone 
say one pro/one con).

Structure meetings to allow 
for full discussion; prepare 
yourself in advance to 
contribute.

Don’t judge extraverts as 
domineering.

Signal to extraverts when 
you need more time to 
contribute your best ideas.

Appreciate extraverts’ ability 
to create energy for a team.

Ideas for

E
Ideas for

I

Exercise:  Receiving Information

What did you see?

Sensing

First prefer to take in 
details and facts, often 

via the five senses

First focus on meaning 
and  associations; 

automatically fill in 
context

Intuitive

Receiving Information (S/N)
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Receiving Information (S/N)
Tend to focus 
on facts first.

Value practical 
applications.

Present-
oriented.

Prefer 
information 

step-by-step.

Factual, 
concrete; 

notice details

Trust 
experience.

Sensing

Tend to focus 
on big picture 

first.

Value 
imaginative 

insight.

Future-
oriented.

Prefer the 
"headline."

Conceptual, 
seek patterns.

Trust 
inspiration and 
rapid insights.

iNtuitive

Communicating Across S/N

Ideas for

S
Ideas for

N
Accept that N’s need to see 
the big picture –set the 
context first.

Don’t judge N’s as impractical 
or unobservant. 

In giving feedback, share the 
overall impact to help N’s 
accept the need to change.

Help N’s see how the details 
affect the bigger picture.

Be specific/detailed when 
giving assignments and 
describing context.

Acknowledge the 
importance of details/facts.

With feedback, give very 
specific details, constructive 
advice, and praise.

Don’t judge S’s as slow or  
mundane when you have 
rapid big picture insights.

Exercise:  Making Decisions
Candidate 1: 
• Great resume and experience – a perfect fit for the job. 
• Young man who lives with his parents in their home in a wealthy 

part of town. 

Candidate 2: 
• Strong resume and experience – a very good fit for the job. 
• A young widower who is supporting himself and his toddler-aged 

child. 

Which candidate do you hire. Why? 

Making Decisions (T/F)

Thinking
Make decisions 
based on – and 

trust – impersonal, 
objective, logic-
based methods 

Feeling

Make decisions 
using person-

centered, value-
based process 
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Thinking
üAnalytical
üLogical
üCause-Effect
ü“Tough-minded”
üReasonable
üValue fairness

Feeling
ü Impact on people
üSympathetic, 

empathetic
üValues-Driven
üCompassionate
üHigh value 

on ”doing the right 
thing"

Making Decisions (T/F)

Remember: it’s 
NOT about 

whether 
“feelings” are 

involved

Communicating Across T/F

Ideas for

T
Ideas for

F
Engage in personal and social 
conversations with F’s; 
this builds trust.
Avoid being dismissive of 
concern about how a decision 
will “make people feel.”

Pay attention to interpersonal 
dynamics, or find people to 
help advise you on them.
Leverage F skills and 
enthusiasm to build team 
morale.

Accept that there are 
trade-offs between “fair”
and “right”  approaches.

Appeal to T’s logical approach 
to change behaviors to work 
more effectively with people.

Be less defensive about 
feedback from T’s – it’s not 
personal, it’s business.

Don’t overdo team bonding 
around personal issues.

Practice:  Reading Others
Using the team skills rubric, evaluate your performance in each area.

Individual Contribution performance: 
When my group had the Shakespeare slideshow, I changed the background to dogs. I 
also put “#YOLO“ on my slide instead of content. I would make it flash by using ⌘Z 
and ⌘Y to make it appear and disappear. My group then locked me out of the 
presentation.

Collaboration performance: In the group project about teaching the class about conflict, I 
just pasted pictures of sharks into the slides. I did not listen to my teammates when they 
told me to stop adding sharks. I was then locked out of the presentation. 

In the heat of the moment, I also subscribed them all to Martha Stewart’s online 
newsletter.  I also described the project to many other people as “crappy”, “badly 
designed”, or “my group members are morons” – all true statements.  My group then 
locked me out of the presentation.

Based on your self-evaluation, how could you improve your performance as a 
team member?

Conclusion:  
What I could improve based on these examples: 
• I could actually try to help the team.
• I could stop distracting my teammates. 
• I could stop pasting sharks, #YOLO, and other irrelevant things 

into the slides.
• I could share ideas with my team when I have good ones.
• I could help my team members with their parts of the project.
• I could give useful feedback instead of complaining about my 

team.
• I could listen to what my teammates say.

Practice:  Reading Others
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Engaging with the External World (J/P)

Judging
Tend to prefer that the 

external world be 
organized and orderly; 
see decisions that need 

to be made

Tend to prefer to 
experience the world, 

not organize it; see 
options that need to be 

explored 

Perceiving

Focusing Your Energy (E/I)

Judging
Organized

Strong preference for control

Plan ahead, hate last-minute 
stress
Systematic, methodical

Strong need for closure

Perceiving
Prefers things loose, flexible
Open-ended, adaptable
Not stressed by time pressure
Prefers spontaneity
Flexible
Casual

Engaging with the External World (J/P) Communicating Across J/P

Ideas for

J
Ideas for

P
Realize P’s ability to adapt to 
change is a benefit when 
teams are under pressure.

Suspend judgment about 
how P’s work – judge based 
on results, not how you 
perceive their process or 
stress level.

Be flexible when under 
pressure; listen to alternative 
approaches Ps may offer.

Accept J’s internal need for 
order/closure. Meet them 
halfway: communicate re: 
deadlines, use checklists, 
create/send agendas.

Show up and deliver on time 
- or let people know you 
can’t.

Develop a process to narrow 
options – you can’t keep 
them all open.
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